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Opening Session of Bible Confereroe 

A. G. Danielle. 
We have gathered for a Bible Conference to open the first 

day of July, eth to continue until the 21st. This meeting waa ar-

ranged by the General Conference Committee at its Spring •Council 

We had. with, us at that time several editors =If our papers*  and. qui to 

a number of the presidents of our Collegesse We had given this, 

question a great deal. of consideration. For some years there bale 

been an earnest desire that we shou id have a special meeting fo 

the study of various phases of our truth. When the question. first 

arose, it was in the form of a proposal to meet and study some moot 

ed queetion.s and for a long time that was the uppermost thought 

in the proposal* But there were difficulties in the way. One..  

was the finding a time when those who cu bt to be at such a gather-

ing could. be present.  

Another difficulty was the fear we had that in meeting tat 

study controverted questions we might get into a controvereT that 

would not be helpful to any of us nor to Ur people* And.we hest 
tared..  

As time gassed and we gave the question more study, it. 

- shaped itself in our minds something like this,- that the great ,  
was not so much, the study of questions concerting which -here is a 

difference of view, or opinion, ante but the great need is a deee.v 

and more cooperative study of the Word of .  God. And it kept on 

shaeing that way until I think the dominant thought, in the. Spring 

Council was that we should come together for a simple Bible Con- 

ference. That we would not spend our time magnifying clifferen 

and studying minor questions; but we would give first of all care-

ful study to the ma joy questions, the great easentials the funds,-

mentals, and that we would proceed alone tbes line, and endeavor 

to bring forward light and truth as we can find it in the Word 

and in the history of the world that fulfills the prophetic part 
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of the Word. 

Now this does not mean that we think we should blind-. 

fold. ourselves and refuse to study problems that ads difficult 

and intricately but it does mean that our aim is to, maststatar 
strive 	 - 
atxtrits strive for unity and seek for definite light, and mag- 

nify those points that have salvation in. them, instead of :moil-
fying sertain lines that are a part of the great whole, but have 

not really in, themselves the essential saving qualities or elementt 

You wild. understand what r" mean/and- I do want to make my remarks 

as brief as possible so that others may have a word.' 

When we reached. that conclusion, and got that view of 

the Bible Conference, things cleared up in the minds of many of u 

and we felt free to go ahead, and so -made • the appointment. I tiek 
think I can state the action of the Genera/ Conference Committee 
with reference to the personnel of the Conference. It w4a to be 

the memoers of the General Conference Committee in America who 

could attend; the Bible and history teachers in our colleges, jun 
for collages,.and seminaries; and. a number of our leading editors 

in this countr 

We felt that a• body of men of this experience, and. carry 

ing these responsibilities would exercise care and good judgment 

and would press together, and be careful of the reports they sent 

out, and would so deport themselves that unseemly discussion and 

differences would not come in, and that they would. endeavor to 

make the Conference, through the blessing of God, a very great 

blessing to those of us who are here, and. a real .help to those who - 

are not hare in the days that will come. 

. Since the appointment a great many people have wanted to 

come to the Conference, and we have not been able to open the doors. 

7.heor2szte.xxaxfimmtex.siemsx2ezmicAtes. When. people have approached me, 

I have said.- they would have to make application to the General Coe 

ference Conettittee ands some of them have done so. • But ,i7e,  have not 
• -------- 	. 
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felt free to change our arraneeeente tii wa could got here in 
session. - We have felt if there weee persona here or elsewhere 

that we ought to invites  we could. t.,.Xe the action. .lere. 

Anothee thing is that a good mane Reopla feel very rir n 

afraid of what we are going to do, They wonder if 'rye are going 

They are muoh die-. 

tubed about it. 	ri secrecy alanett theme. We have 1*01.745-k had 

anything like this befoee, and they ..51.6 very i ow!fale. Some 

most felt we ought to..ibandon the plaA and..atop because. of this. 

difficulty, -I felt we ought to 	6a with is„ undseo conduet 

this meeting, and bring suoh good opt of it that ourDretheen 

all feel glad that wa have held it, ardwil I consider that their 

alarm was all.unneoessary. I believe we can do this, and that we. 
shall do it. I feel that this Bible Canferenoe is going,  to be a 

great blessing. 

few weeks ago I aa in linneapo.Aso  and went to hear 

Dr. Riley, the past r of the Fret tOlitist Chu rob there, who is ua 

active ladar in a s ties of Bible %;orderenosa-beinK hold_&'n tho. 

seoond coming of Christ. One of tNseso was held-in;Philadelpbia, 

and some of our brethren attended 	They are .holding• *hem in 

seventeen cities over the country, 17 hewed h make vette aft eee,  

tended report of the purpose of theee eonferenote, and. of the few 

metings already held. The a ateeee- was vezy fipe, Re went cn 

to shOlithe influeme of modern tat,ehies„ the effect it. was barime 

upon men vsihf)t.onoe believed the Word of Lodi  the doubt it was engeft-

dering the uhbiliefs  the h; .her orit'.eieme Then ha stated hie 

position that the Bible was Godss wic2d from Genesis. to Revelations. 

that it was_ the only book'tat God '.2.11 given the world to  save the 

human race, the only one hat gives the truth xegaeding tee diety-

of Chriew g  and His plan o. salvations„ and. that it. was. an_ inspired. 

to fix up a ore for them to subscalbe: to, 
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Book, and it was the Book that all men, high and. low, rich and 

poor, learned and illiterate must come to and bow before; and 

unless that view could be brought back to the church, the church 

was going away dnd would be lost. There is no hope for the popu-

lar church today unless it comes back to the Word of God. Be sad 

the object off-thesa Bible Conferences is to draw in men and,empba 

else the divine origin of the Book and the .dlety of the Son of God 

and to lead men away back to the original faith. of Protestantism 

for salvation., 

'It impressed me very much, and I felt that there was a 

place for the Seventh Day &dvsntists to hold a good, strong Bible 

Conference every year. I believe this ought to be the beginning 

of an amnia' Bible. Conference 'for this people. If we canxmt get 

through with this thing as we ought to, next year we shou4 plan 

for another, and enlarge it perhaps, and go on with this until 

we find ourselvel' travelling along the road better than ire .have 
been .for a good many years. I feel very hopeful about 114 

Of-course we have bee, locking up things in the Spirit 

of Prophecy and the Word itself.. I do not need to read here the  
a 
exhortations that are given-for the study of that Book and the 

use of that truth, and ho* it should be put on our doorposts 

and as frontlets between our eyes, and Upon the palms of our. hands 

That Word teaches us that that great revelation should be constant 

ly before us in all its magnitude, and, olearnes4 and should be 

woven 
	

the very fabric of life. 

I wish to read a statement that.I believe in very much.. 

wpe er 0-4horts his brethren to Ngrow in grace, and in the knowledge 

of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Chris 4! Whenever the people of God 

ar,s meowing in grace, they will be cons antly obtains rig a clearer un- 
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derstanding of His word. -  They will discern new light and. beauty 

itits sacred. truths. 	This has been true in the history of the 

church in all ages, and thus it will continue to' the end. But as 

real spiritual life declines, it has ever been the tendency to cease. 

to ,advance in the knowledge of the truth.. i en rest satisfied with, 

the light already received from Gods s words, and discourage any further 

investigation of the Scriptures. They become conservative, and week 

to avoid discussion. 

"The fact that there is no controversy or agitation among  

Gods people should tot be regarded as conclusive evidence that they 

.are holding fast to sound doctrine. There is reason to fear that t'^ 

may not be clearly discriminating between truth and error. Then no 

new questions are started by investigation of the Scriptures, when no 

difference of opinion arises Which will set men to searching the Bible 

for themselves, to make sure that they have the truth, there will be 

many' now, as in ancient times, who will hold to tradition, and worship 

they know notwhat. 

"T have been shown that many who profess to have a knowledge 

of present.  truth.  know not, what they believe. They do not understand. 

the evidences of their faith. They have no, rust appreciation- of the 

work for the present time." I think as we go about through the 

camnmeetings we can see the truthfulness of that. Thousands of p o—

pie have come in during the last twenty years with very slight teach—

ing and, superficial knowledge of the truth. They do not understand. 

I could give instances that show this clearly, and these people are 

easily swept off of their feet. 

"When the time of trial shall come, there are men now preach 

ing to others, who will find, upon examining the positions they hold,  

that there are many raxammat things for which they can. give no sati 

factory reaeon.1 Sustxtilaxstrxda7xlmalintil thus tested, they  
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not their great ignorance. And there are many in the church who 

take it for granted that they understand what they believe, but, until 

controversy arises, they do not know their own weaknessxs. When sep—

arated from those of like faith, and coLapelled to stand singly and 

alone to explain their belief, they will be surprise& to see how con—

fused are their ideas of what they haft accepted as truth. Certain 

it is that ethers has been among vs a departure from the living God, Rad: 

a turning to men, putting human in place ..©f divine wisdom. 

"God will arouse his people; if other means fail, heresies 

will come in among them, which will sift them, separating: the chaff 

from the wheat. 	Lord calls upon all o believe his word to 

awake out of sleep. 	'recious light has come, appropriate for this 

time. It is Bible truth,. showing the perils that are right upon us 

This Light should 3. ad us to a diligent study of the Scrip tu.res, and 

a most 
	ical examination of the positions whiob we hold. Goa 

would have 1 e heart es. and. positions of truth. thoroughly and: per—

severingly searched, with prayer and fasting. Believers are not to-

rest in suppositions and, ill—defined ideas of what constitutes truth. 

Their faith: nit be firmly gfounded, upon the word of God, so that when 

the. testing t me. shall comes  and they are brought before counoile tc 

_answer for their faith, they may be able to give-a reason for the hops 

that is in them, with-meekness and fear. 

"Agitate, agitates  agitate. The subjeote which. we present 

to the world must be to us a living reality." I do not believe that 

agitation means separation or estrangement. "It is important that in 

defending the doctrines which we considerdam...Intel articles of 

faith, we should never allow ourselves to• employ arguments that are 

not wholly sound. These may avail to silence an opposers  but they do 

not honor the truth. We should present sound arguments, that will not 

only silence our oppose:ate, but will bear 	aloe 4. an 
m00. search 
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Ing scrutinic.- With those who have educated themselves as debaters, 

there is great danger that they will not handle the word of God with . 

fairness. In meeting an opponent it-should.be our earnest effort to 

present subjects in such a manner as to awaken conviction in his mind, 

instead of seeking to merely to give ocnfidence, to the believer. 

Whatever may be manse intellectual_ advancement, let himnot 

for a moment think that there is no. need of thorough and continuous 

searching.of the- Scriptuzes for greater light. As a. people we are 

called individually to. be students of prophecy.. We must watch with 

earnestness that we may discerno 'any ray of light which God shall pre-

sent to.us. -We.are to datdh the first gleaming,  of truth; and through 

.prayerful study, clearer light maybe obtained,, which can be brought 

before others. 

nThet God's people are at ease, e;n1 satisfied with their 

present 'enlightenment, we may be sure that he will not favor* them. 

It is his will that they. should be every moving forward,. to receive. 

the increased and, ever-increasing light which if shining' for them.. 

The present attitude of the church -is not pleaaing-to God. 	There 

has come in a, self-eenfidence that has led them to feel no necessity 

:for more truth and greater light. t. We are living at a time when 

Satan is at work on the right hard mnd ()lithe left, before and behind 

us;. and yet as a people we are asleep,. God. wills that a voice shall 

be heard arousing his people to actions Test. Vol 5s. pp. 708..709. 

I am much impressed with the good counsel that is given us 

here, It seems to me like good commamSense. That does not stifle 

thought; it doesn't blindfold people; it doesn't mean that we shall 

gat a narrow creed, and stand there nevere'stepping a foot over the line. 

It means greater light and intellectual 3vancement.. I do not under-

stand that it- means separation, breaking IVA- or division at• all.. It. 

means lmity all the way along--the church marchAng on into a brighter 
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light ana a better understanding-  of the great plan of dam redemption. 

That, I understand, is the object of this Conference. It 

is not necessary for me-to say how we should go at it. We should 

have an earnest desire to know truth, with a spirit of .dependence won 

God, and upon the Holy Spirit as the Guide in the church to help us ta 

and to illuminate our minds. We should come in the spirit of owt4t-

earnest prayer; and when we do that with Godts word in cur.hands$  we 

ara not in danger," to are on safe ground,, and the Lo d rill bless uA 

and help us 
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(A, G. Danielle, first speaker, taken in full by Professor 

Ramer, pages 1-15) 

W. W. PRESCOTT: We are quite aware that many af the: best 

thinkers at this time recognize that we have come to a time of 

crisis, The statesmen recognize that and they are trying to ar-

range for a new order of things. They think that IMitxxs.lxxxgaz 

xxiatIeezzahiextd they are planning for a better world. They are 

seeking to establish such principles as will bring this about.. 

Religious men recognize that we have come to a crisis 

Danialls:' Yes, they die and there are men in various denomina-

tions whq recogniz&ng this, ars seeking to meat i t in some way. 

This Bible Conference at Philadelphia. showed that such men feel  

that the very fundamentals of the gospel are being taken away from 
a 	that 

the people, and that knew gospelhas no salvation it it is being 

put in its place, an they are Seeking some way to meet that 

crisis.: 

I'think we ought-to recognize that we have come to a. crisis! 

[Amen! Amen: came from the lips of several.) and that we ought,' 

in a very definite way, study how to meet its For those gathered 

here ars really the ones who ought -to shape the sentiment, the,  

teaching, the experience, of this denomination,. this movement. 

I have felt that we ought to recognize that we have come to a 

crisis, and that the situation demaeds of us' more than we have 

ever put forth before in order to meet it. 

Now just within two or three days I have noticed some things 

that struok me as significant. Hera is one. thing that is.not new, 
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but I wish to call at 	to it. It was an extract from the 

Biblical  World, of July, 1918, under the heading, The Premillen-

nial Menace," by Shirley Jackson Case, Ph.D., D.D., instruct car 

in, the University of Chioao; 

"By proclaiming that wars cannot be eliminated until Christ . 

Comes, and that in the mean time the world must grow constantly 

worse, this type of teaching strikes at the very root of our pres-

ent national endeavor to bring about a new day for hurantty, when 

this old earth shall be made a better place in which to live and a 

new democraoy of nations arise to render wars impossible. While 

this struggle is demanding every ounce of this nation's energy,  

premillenarians are advocating a type of teaching whioh is funda-

mentally antagonistic to our preaent national idea." 

"Th.e. belief in a catastropic end of the present world is a 

very old and scx7 persistent delusion. Extensive use is made 

of advertising facilities in both the religious .and the secu secular 

press. Frequent conferences are held, some on a smaller and some 

on a larger scale, as a means of creating interest and attracting 

attention. [Now, note this aspecially:] Premillennialists resent 

the suggeition that enemy gold is behind their activities, and one 

group of them has publicly affirmed that the federal authoritiest 

inspection of their books failed to justify this suspicion." El 

wonaer if that refers to us? 

E.R. PALMER: The circ”metances would seem to indicate that 

it aces. 

W. W. PRESCOTT: (reading) wrhiy stil cling to the time-

honored delusion of the nearness of the end, indulging in this 

luxury of the imagination and. vainly praying God to destroy this 
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very world twat the suppliant himself ought to be loyally strug-

gling to reform." 

That gives one vies of the present teaching in the world. 

Now I find, in a religious journal, The Chronicle, for June 

11l9, tublished in the interests of the Protestant Episcopal 

church, and in the book reviews there is a review of a book en-

titled "Prophecy and Authority." It says: 

"The foundation of all Millenarian theories feats upon the 

beliefs that the Bible is an infallible book, and that• its propbee. 

a contain prediotiona of definite future events whose fulfil-

ment is certain. And that this belief is erroneous and has wrought 

mischief in former days is the thesis of Professor. Fullerton's 

book, . . 	His closing chapter discusses the present eituation, 

and the authority of the Bible when modern eoholarship has destroyed 

the old, proofs of its i fallibili y. Unfortunately it is very 

brief and. rather vague, and we eod it with no clear answer* to the 

question which most interests us. Just what authority• should be 

glvea to the Bible today? So much easier is it to destroy than to 

construct! We are growing somewhat weary of hearing what the 

Bible is not; who among these modern thinkers will tell us what 

it is?" litz 

That is a suggestion as to the general temper of the present 

attitude toward the Bible, and especially toward, the teaching of 

the premillennarian„ 

The same periodical has on its last cover page this heading: 

"An old heaven and a new earth 

"Ages have rolled away since God. first said: 'Let there be 

light;" and today the world trembles a7ain upon the threshold of 
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a new creation. . 	. 

"The problems that confront us are too vast to be solved by 

any priwar program. 

'Money alone will not solve them, Only a deepening of the 

spiritual life of our entire eembership will fit us to achieve the 

giant tasks that are-before us." 

What I wanted to emphasize was the recognition of this ori 

ais, 2UsxxexlitYteembkasxkszimr "Today the world trembles again 

upon tae tueesnold of a new creation. 	. The problems that 

conirone us are too vast to be solves by any pre-war program, 

That struck ma rith some force. I feel that this cmseitIsAxsx 

Confeeenoe ought to be the beginning of a new experience for us 

perseeally,--a new eriseas experience in our vision of the real 

teaching of the Bible concerning the message for this tine, a 

new experience in how so to give that massage as to meet the pres-

ent crisis. Those are the three things that lay on my heart, and 

I put first the question of our own personal experience, for I 

think that is the key to the whole matter. I believe that in this 

conference, no matter how long we have been in the work, our faith 

should lay hold of the thought that this conference is to bring to 

us personally an.experienoe that we have never known in this truth. 

If we do not believe that, we will not have it. If we do not 

believe that the meeting can bring to us an experience that we have 

never had, we will not have that experience. That is what I have 

been lee-king for, and what I have been praying for,--that our com-

ing together at this tieewveld bring to Us each a new vision and 

a nee personal experience in these things. 
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Second, that it should bring to us a new vision of what this 

means, really means, in its fundamentals. 

enea we come to some of these questione which Brother Daniells 

has referred to, when we come.to face the question of .meeting this 

present crisis, and otaotuallyemeeting the needs of the world 

today, I do not .think it will make a ghit of difference whether 

the 1250-daye began in 533 or 538,:and 1 feel the same ay about 

other quest ions, for they are entirely subordinate to this great 

question,.01N can we meet the world's needs? I believe in study-

ing all-Cmse questions, just as Brother Danielle has said,  but T. 

do not believe in allowiee those things. to shut out from our 

he .rte the greater question that I  believe rests upon us, and that 

is to find out how to give this message so that it shall accomplish 

more thene have seen before. 

I want to say frankly to you here what I would not say in  

a more public gathering, .that I have had a great sense Of disap-

pointment that we have not risen to this poei ion yet. Personally 

/ have felt that this message has not risen to the point it ought 

to rise to, in view of the condition we face. I want to zeKT see 

this Bible Conference a long step toward it. 

What does this massage mean to the world, no*? What dose this 

orisis mean? Whe. do these mennsay? They see a tremendous crisis 

In the world. They oannot shut their eyes to it. When they are 

discussing peace;  there are now twenty-three wars in progress,. 

even while they are sitting around the peace table. The leeders 

in establishing pe a have not been able to agree among them- _ 

selves. There are thousands who see that conditions do not make 
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for peace. It appears to me that if this message ie what we 

believe it to be, and if we are to see what we have labored for 

-e 

	

	for years, there must be a greater spiritual power in this res- 

sage. I think this Bible Cenferenoe ought to be the begineing of 

it. I tell you, I have felt greatly humbled over this. situation, 

beca,se I' felt, personally, that if we are in the right relation 

to Gad, toward this truth, this movement would bring to the world 

a solution of this crisis,--not 'ehat some of them are looking for, 

but 'a solution. And when it brings that solution I look for some 

of these men who have been groping around eo come and join us. I 

believe there are honest men eho feel that there is ,'anger that 

the very foundation of Christianity shall be renoved, and they are 

eeekine earnestly to conserve those fo-nd;tions 

in a way, I have 	t disappointed and painee that we mays  

to go to other Bible Conferences instead of having the o here 

coming to our Bible Conferences. If this movement is the solution 

of the present world crisis, from the standpoint of the scriptures 

ought not this movement to bring other people to our conferences 

over this question? Is that too much to expect? 

I have a good deal of personsa respect for men like 

Dr. Riley, but I could not help but feel tng as I read the 

anzouncement of taeir cozvantion, IhiL;11 by the ;my aon-

teined some very valuable topice--thet, I eieh I'xexexmaie this 

movement could have a Bible Conference that would ..ttract 

oth:re to iv as cli -.es our oen believers. 

I belieee t'ele --theeing right heee, if e meke 

t'jme of prayer. aLd eurneat ealeing upe- Go e., and helpfu1 counsel 
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to each o+ r—vithout any spirit of ci,etermiw-tion to push through 

any p<?..rsonal view on any 41usstion--T bel teva this Conference may 

be a 7r,st bllesing to us all and to the world. 
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HOWELL: 

From an educational viewpoint I ree.ed this as a very 

highly important occasion—an occasion to whidh our responsible 

teachers have been lookn forward to and longint to see-- 

an opportunity when men scattered from ocean to ocean could come 

together and tray and study and counsel. 

I have only to remind you that cur forteen ichools that 

are represented in this Conference, this past year have 

made their record enrollment of young men who have 

reaehed the thinking responsible age. Our five colleges have 

all passed the three hundred mark in enrollment this year, and 

that means from the ninth grade up to the sixteenth. There 

ere in here fourteen schools represented here--colleges 

junior colleges and seminaries—at least three thusand of 

our young men and women who are being taught the Bible ire every 

year theyattend school. Besides this there are some 12,000 

more in the elementary schools who re being taught present 

truth—the truths of the gospel in every year they seend school. 

So we have a body of 18,000 or 19,000 who are being taught 

from Grade One to Sixteen every year the principles of truth 

we believe and feel called to veach to the entire world in or- 

der to fUllfil the gospel commission. 

Now from that viewpoint I regard this as a very,  

ighly important occasion for our teachers. who are 

here. From another viewpoint I reeard It highly important, 

and that is that out of the product of these schools, there 

are being selected men and womento take responsible 
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leadership in our world-wide work. Since the sun arose this 

morning the Mission Board has appointed men who have come out 

of one or more of these colleges this present year, last 

per or the year before, to positions of not ordinary -

responsibility across the waters. These young men have 

become responsible leaders of this world-wide movement, 

6 . 	Now they are being rained and moulded by. our Bible and 

History teachers prhaps more than by. any other of our instruc-

tors. Now it has been the policy of our' educational depart-

men because of the scattered conditions of our schools, 

to hold.  every summer some kind of a Council for our Department, 

and bringint together to these Councils those who are re-

sponsible fcr the training of our staiaxts teachers—and this 

training of teachers has become to be a large problem. 

A Bible and History Teachers' Council was planned 

for last summer, but because of the war conditions, it 

ws impossible to hold it. 	But the supreme importance of 

this phase of our educational work was so emphasized by our 

Conference leaders , that such a 4Conference as we have 

here has been arranged for; and I feel deeply grateful that 

the members of the General Conference Committee and our re—

sponsible editors are joining with our teachers in this 

proposed Bible study and constructive work, 

I wish to call your attention to a chapter 

in Patriarchs and Prophets on "The Schools of the 

Prophets," which I would like you to read. - I read 

there that the men who were appointed to teach in these 
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schools were.divinely appointedethat they were men of God, 

with great spiritual power, and it says that as they taught 

the young men who were selected. for their piety, intelligence 

and dilligence in study--as they taught them from day to day-- 

they brought forth things new and old from the treasury of the 

Word. And- it says that the presence of the Spirit 

in that_ school was manifest in .prophecy and in sacred,song. 

Now I think they must have had a, wonderful experience. You know 

how those sons of the prophets went forth at. times into the 

surrounding regions to do certain lines of wok--that they 

prophesied, and that the power of the Lord wee so great 

with them that persons whom they met received that power. 

Now I do not know whether this is too much to hope 

for, but the deepBst longing of my hear for this conference 

is that we might have the same experience that they must- 

have had at the time of thiese schools of the prophets. 

I hope there may be brought forth hers things new and olds, 

and that oarefgletudy with open minds and hearts of what 

the Lord has given us might be given here; and th at this 

may be but the beginning of Bible conferences such as  

professor Prescott mentioned, which would have a larger scope 

than among max own pe ople. I have the greatest hope that 

our experience here may mean a develooment in our traaning 

schools themselves of that very experience that they had way 

back there in the schools of the prophets; 
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Nov in our recent Educational Council held here 

re sought to view the reasons why we are conducting schools. 

And we felt impressed that we ought to take a new and firm and 

uncompromising stand on the principles of the renomination 

that are given us inthe Bible and the Spirit of Prophecy-- 

-so that there might come into our shwas this very experience 

I am speaking of. -Me is recognized in the large sxMhme 

proportion of time we have agreed upon giving to the 

study of Bible and History in our College curriculum, for we 

felt that the Bible and. Histo y work really constituted—and 

ought to coOtitute the dominating influence of this 

movement. We felt that zucur schools should be emphatically 

Bib ,c  schools, viherein were studied the pages of God's word,.  

God's providences--so that there might come to our students 

and to our teachers in these schools that blessed experience 

which was had in the ancient schools of the prophets. 

I feel that everything.-at. least very much --of the 

character and, work of our schools depends upon the beginning 

made here at this conference. 
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